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Introduction: SHOULD BE LOADED AS LEARNERS TAKE THEIR SEATS.

Conducting Basic Research

with PubMed

A HYPHEN – MEANS “TAKE A BREATH”
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Jan Keiser

Welcome to the first session of “CONDUCTING BASIC RESEARCH WITH
PUBMED.” My name is Jan Keiser and I’m going to be taking you through
PubMed to learn more about the capabilities.
-This first session is actually a foundation for the initial module. Your
participation is the genesis for the entire series.
-I’ll use your comments, your questions and any hic-cups we encounter to make
modifications to the content
-After the class has concluded I will ask you to complete an evaluation to
provide feedback.
Combining the workshop interactions along with your class evaluations, I will
be able to build the final module.
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nigeB s’teL

-By the end of this first session you should know how to use MeSH, an advanced
feature of PubMed. MeSH is an acronym for Medical Subject Headings.
-MeSH will help you zero in on your search results more quickly.

I asked each of you to arrive with a query relevant to an actual case. I think
applying information from our real world will better showcase the PubMed tool.
-Remember, all medical literature published in the world is archived in this
database. There are thousands of papers to go through , so we need filter well.
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First Query

Cancer of
the
Esophagus

-Jenna has selected a case that involves cancer of the esophagus. The
policyholder is being sued for wrongful death.
-The hardest thing for you will be slicing this query to the very basics. For right
now, let’s put aside the kind of cancer involved.
-Let’s start with the basics...
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MesH Search for Cancer

This is the PubMed Home page - please note the pull down menu at the left that
reads “PubMed”

PubMed
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MesH Search for Cancer

Use the pull down menu to scroll to MeSH.

MesH
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MesH Search for Cancer

MesH

Cancer

Now enter the word CANCER into the Search Box

mesh

cancer
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By inserting the word CANCER in the MeSH search box, you will arrive at this
screen that lists all the other related topics for CANCER. Because you are all
experienced investigators I know that you will recognize the word NEOPLASM
as the most common term used by clinicians for CANCER. Click on the term
NEOPLASM.

MeSh Cancer

neoplasms

mesh

cancer
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By selecting neoplasms you will see the hierarchical organization of the word.

MeSH Cancer

neoplasms
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Because you clicked on the word Neoplasm in the previous screen, This screen
provides the different subheadings of NEOPLASMS.
-So we’ll scan the list of subheadings to narrow the search.

Neoplasms

þRadiation effects
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-Let’s use the example of “radiation effects,” click on this subtopic.

þRadiation effects
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Note the box in the upper right hand side called “Add to the search builder”

þRadiation effects
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("Neoplasms"[Mesh]) AND
"Neoplasms/radiation
effects"[Mesh]

þRadiation effects

This will place the phrase “radiation effects and neoplasm” into the PubMed
Search Builder box, as shown.
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("Neoplasms"[Mesh]) AND
"Neoplasms/radiation
effects"[Mesh]

If you want to add another subheading, simply repeat this process and add the
next subheading to the search builder box.
-When you are read to search, click the “Search PubMed” box

þRadiation effects
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This screen indicates the filtered list of articles relating to [Neoplasm and
radiation effects.]
-There are only 1191 relevant articles!!
-Obviously, more filtering is needed.
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-The first filter we should check is ”Sort By,” at the top of the screen.
-Be sure that you are sorting by Publication Date and not Relevance.
-This will return your hits in chronological order and while it won’t reduce the
number of hits, they are now in date order and this will save you time because
you are probably looking for the most current information. Obviously if you are
NOT looking for the most current information you would treat the date feature
differently.

To sort further look at the left-hand sidebar.
-You will see several options, I have checked PUBLICATION DATE: 5 YEARS and
SPECIES: HUMANS

BINGO.
The hits are reduced to 125!!
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BINGO.
The hits are reduced to 125!!
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Clicking on “SHOW ADDITIONAL FILTERS,” will offer even further features.
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Let’s assume that we are satisfied with 125 hits, l
-lets go back to learn more about the hierarchical format of MeSH.
-If we return to the MeSH page (slide 9) indicating NEOPLASMs and scroll down
you will see the hierarchical organization for NEOPLASMs.
-It’s a great way to see what other topics are used and it’s also another way to
narrow your search.
-In the orange box on this slide I have enlarged the list added some highlights
from the list. All subtopics like Neoplasms will be broken down even further
this way. All topics are treated this in PubMed.
READ A FEW OF THE CATEGORIES ALOUD

Disease Category
Neoplasms...
Cysts
then, specific kinds of cysts
Neoplasms by histologic type
Leukemia
Neoplasms by Site
Abdominal Neoplasms
Neoplasms, Experimental
Carcinoma 256, Walker
Neoplasms, Hormone-Dependent
Neoplasms, Multiple Primary
Neoplasms, Post Traumatic
Neoplasms, Radiation – Induced
Leukemia, Radiation-Induced
Neoplasm, Secondary Primary
Neoplastic Processes
Neoplasm Invasiveness
Neoplasm Metastasis...
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What People are Reading
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PMC https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

I’d like to show you a couple of more sites that will help.
-PubMed Commons is a forum developed last year and allows for discussion by
users.
-Remember that many of the users are specialists and experts in their field.
Making connections on this forum might allow you to one day call on an expert
for help with a solution.
-Another interesting feature is the “What People are Reading” box.
-This is a good way to check for new trends - just another tool to keep you
informed about healthcare.
This is PubMed Central.
-The papers uploaded to this area are FREE of charge as these papers are all
part of the Open Access Movement.
-They are retrievable directly from PubMed Central in full-text, but these papers
are part of the general collection and will also be returned as hits if relevant in
an ordinary PubMed search.
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Before we wrap up I want to mention Moodle.
-This is a learning management system that may appear like a website but
actually captures learning.
- It will reside on a company server keeping it separate from the company
intranet, protected from the public or anyone without a password. I will include
a password for each of you with the evaluation package I will send off today.
-There will be lots of resources and a FORUM that I hope will become a
destination for you. This isn’t school so your PARTICIPATION isn’t required
BUT I’d like users to post questions, users to respond when they can and users
post any relevant information that could be helpful to anyone else on this list.
The users at least for now will only be other claims investigator. Don’t assume
they already know all that you know.
This is the way the site will look when you enter to see your assignment.
-I have called the first exercise an ASSIGNMENT, but it’s actually the first of the
PRACTICE EXERCISES.
-You will find the practice exercises will help you apply what you’ve learned
here today – using MeSH, you will make detailed notes about your search so we
can both see how the question was solved.

Bookdiva.moodlecloud.com
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-NO GRADES, JUST PARTICIPATE!

Contact Information
Bookdiva.ke@gmail.com
Bookdiva.moodlecloud.com
1-415-370-8336
THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING

Here are the contact details. Please feel free to call me this afternoon, tomorrow
or next year. I would like to develop further workshops around the research
topic, specific to our industry.
I very much appreciate you attending today. I look forward to your honest
criticism and I hope you ENJOYED IT.
THANKS VERY MUCH FOR ATTENDING.

